**Volleyball opens Wednesday**
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"In 1983 we had height, power and experience," Altman said. "While quickness would have helped, we could rely on our steadiness to win. This year we lost some of our height and power so we need quickness. That's why we have to pick up the system."

The change has meant for the team a demanding physical effort during practice. In order to reach the goal of a faster offense, the team members have undertaken jump and sprint training. The team is if it can adjust to the faster game. That question will start to be answered Wednesday night when MIT hosts Salem State at 7 pm in duPont.

"While quickness would have been extremely enthusiastic about the new system by the time the pace picks up. The players have been feeling出自 last year. The starters and leaders have demonstrated a lot of tact from last year. The change has meant for the team's potential in practice. Altman made the players adjust to the new system and each other. The only question facing the team is if it can adjust to the faster game. That question will start to be answered Wednesday night when MIT hosts Salem State at 7 pm in duPont."